Selecting the
Right Automation
Opportunity
Are you a Business Process Owner,
Transformation Leader who has
invested in automation program, with
best-in-class automation platform,
setting up an automation CoE,
automating number of processes, but
now struggling to attain your
automation goals? In this white paper
we lay out some hurdles impeding the
success of an automation program,
an ideal approach to realize the goals
and a pragmatic alternate.

The Ideal Approach
Organizations that set off their automation journey have stiff goals to

Perform an Automation Feasibility Assessment, to evaluate the

achieve, be it around a single or several parameters like - efficiency,

automation viability, complexity, etc.

cost, quality, etc. One of the prominent challenge is to select the right
opportunities for automation.
Synthesize the organization’s automation goals into tangible goals by

The priority for the next steps will be for those processes that fall
into Most Suitable, Suitable, and Potentially Suitable quadrants

Collect the process operating metrics and process information from
the quality team and SME’s

Very high

unit or groups

standardization, etc.
Outline the potential solution state inclusive of process refinements
and automation

Complexity

Assess for inefficiencies within the process, the scope for

and maintenance
Calculate the current cost of operation, cost of quality, opportunity
loss due to rate of processing or other parameters, along with
projected costs for a 3-year term
Perform Cost-Benefit Analysis of continuing per current day process
ecosystem vs. the automated processing
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Potentially suitable

Process 3

Process 2

Suitable

Most suitable

Process 4

Process 1

Very low

For the proposed solution state, derive the cost of implementation

Not suitable

Low

Benefits

High

The Cost-Benefit Analysis should help in deciding whether to opt for
automation or not. This selection process intends to ascertain all
processes that enable the org to attain its automation goals.
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Typical Hurdles
While the process selection steps listed above, can be methodically

Lack of buy-in for automation

applied in organizations which have matured in their automation
journey, those organizations which have just ventured into

Lack of consensus about the automation initiative across different

automation program or are stabilizing will find it as a bumpy ride.

layers of the organization hinders the automation program to take

Some of the commonly seen hurdles are,

off and deliver. If the personnel on the ground are apprehensive of
how the automation program is conducted, they are more likely to

Organization target for Automation is skewed

resist. The typical belief is that automation means reduction in the
workforce. If the organization does not propagate value of

The automation target is set very narrow. For example, Automation

automaton for its personnel and the hours saved, the belief of

should enable reducing 30% staff in each process. This becomes

automation eliminating jobs becomes stronger. Many times, the

unrealistic when the number of processing staff is very small

staff tend to conceal information or become non-cooperative in

(sometimes just 1 person) or when the automation potential is

their way. This leads to longer automation cycles, insufficient

limited.

automation coverage, and so on

Unable to source accurate process information

Collective SME knowledge

Often, the processes will not have well-articulated Standard

Not one person has complete knowledge of the process. The

Operating Procedures. The Operators might have tenured and might

knowledge is spread across multiple personnel.

not have found the need to put this in place.
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Typical Hurdles contd.
Developing an Automation solution takes a long time
The timeline to automate is mostly linked to the automation
complexity, but there are times when automation sails at a slower
pace owing to dependencies, be it applications or personnel. Failing
to identify these dependencies during assessment can lead to
skewed commitments and loss of support from business owners.
Dynamic process application ecosystem
A variable process, unstable or volatile application ecosystem is not
conducive to automation. Using automation lever without applying
process standardization and refining techniques will have an adverse
effect
Automation solution is very complex
Automation is highly complex. This could be due to technology
constraints or the sheer number of steps and variations involved.
Sometimes, automation toolsets might have limited reach and could
be a hindrance to achieving the desired levels of automation within
the timeline.
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The Pragmatic Approach
Review and reset Automation Culture in the organization, to

While assessing and evaluating the automation solution, do not limit

emphasize the value to be derived to the employees and customers.

to RPA technology alone. Expand your approach of automation and

Propagate these with multiple roadshows and with every automation

take an informed decision around – As-is process automation to

activity. The positive vibe propagated by the happy employees will

address the immediate problem in hand – quality, cost, or efficiency;

become a big boost for the automation program. Ensure that the

Straight through processing – powered by process refinements,

vision, goals, and roadmap to the same, are derived in alignment.

application enhancements, and RPA technologies; Customer

Provide at least two or three goals for the units to adopt within their

Experience transformation powered by process re-imagination,

span. For example, if reduction of cost (by a certain measure) is the

application harmonization & enhancements, and RPA technologies.

only automation goal, the team might not consider good

Choose the best approach that aligns with the goals of the

opportunities to improve on quality and speed as it does not align

organization and unit.

with the cost savings targets.
Leverage Task Mining and Process Mining tools to overcome
excessive reliance on SME’s for gathering data around the processes.
The automation assessment toolkits and measures need to be
calibrated to the organization’s ecosystem and maturity of the
automation program. Have a regimen to refine these, based on
learnings from all automation projects.
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Conclusion

There’s no doubt that automation is crucial for operational
sustenance. While Organizations dive into the automation
journey, it is critical to apply the best efforts in areas that
matter most to the organization. Aligning the personnel,
assessment, and prioritization techniques in line with the
vision and goals is vital. The selection process and methods
should be regularly tweaked to adopt learnings from
implemented automation. Not only does it improve the

Vision and Goals

efficiency and value delivered from this program, but the
personnel involved in processing today will be positively
impacted and they become the champions for automation,
Personnel

enabling the automation program to sustain and grow.
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